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Cute high earth defense club love dubbed

4Kids Logo and Rating Cute Earth Defense Club is the 4K!ds van of the original Japanese anime, Binan Kōkō Chikyū Bōeibu Love!. The story focuses on the lives of five ordinary boys, each of whom has an extraordinary power based on nature, given to them by a mysterious creature from space. The group, which calls itself Earth
Defense Club, must stop enemies who intend to conquer earth, known as Earth Destroy Club Episode 7 - 13, could not be named for copyright reasons, and the contract has stopped. Replays are broadcast on Toonami every weekend. Cartoon Network / Adult Swin / 4KidsTV 13.September 2014 to 5.March 2015 6 (broadcast in the U.S.)
/ others not named Cause we can save the characters of the world [edit | edit source] Arthur Griffin (Yumoto Hakone): He is a first-year student whose family owns a resort. He's a carefree boy who loves animals, cute things, and also loves food. It's turning into the Battle of Skarlet Pink. Its color is red and its element is light. Jason
Patterson (En Yufuin): He is a third year student. He is a major laziness and does everything at his own pace. He's usually seen with Michael. Jason is also portrayed as somewhat vain, after arriving at 18 he becomes concerned that his youthful appearance are fading. He turns into the Intermittent Prince; Battle Fighter Blue. Its color is
blue and its element is water. Michael Wilson (Atsushi Kinugawa): He is a third-year student and the only one who wears glasses in the club. He comes from a rich family, has good grades and is very serious. Sometimes he has to keep an eye on Jason. He is also childhood friends with Paul. He's turning into Epilard fighter fighter. Its color
is green and its element is Wind. Ryan Nelson (Io Naruko): He is a second year student. Despite being in high school, he's making money on the stock market. His motto is Life is all about money!. He's also adam's best friend. Turns into Battle Fighter Silver. Its color is yellow and its element is the earth. Adam Huges (Ryuu Zaou): He is a
second year student. He is popular with girls (although this is rumored to be false) with data requests being poured into his phone. He's ryan's best friend. He transforms into the Thrilling Prince; Battle lover Vesta. Its color is pink and its element is fire. Bracken (Wombat): A strange, pink, fluffy creature looking for appeared from a distant
planet that tells the boys their mission to protect the earth from evil aliens and fill it with love. Most of the Earth Defense Club tries to shake him off like an abnormal nuisance without Arthur, of course. However, Bracken quickly this issue by controlling Jason and Micheal's teacher, Mr. Grant, simply by making him keep it. Bracken quickly
tries to leave the Earth Defense Club in by following them while begging them to help him learn about Earth. However, because The body-like state of mind control has Mr. Grant, the Conquest Club! Aaron Collins ('Kinshiro Kusatsu)'He is a third-year student and chair of the student council. He is a childhood friend of Micheal, but their
relationship is removed. He doesn't like That Micheal sitting around Jason and the rest of the club. He turns into Chevalier Auite Martin Hill (Ibushi Ariva): He is a third-year student and vice-chairman of the student council. He usually sits next to Aaron, acting like he's his butler. He turns into the silver knight who's scented by the wind.
Louis Rogers (Akoya Gero): He is a second year student. He has an angelic look and is a sappy individual. He's in the same class as Ryan and Adam, but he doesn't get along very well with Adam. He turns into the knight of the pearl who's in full bloom. Hedgei (Zundar): Hedgei is a hedgehog-like green creature that came from a distant
planet to conquer Earth. He finishes his sentences with mar. Monsters [editing | source editing] People who have been turned into monsters by Earth Destroy Club. The name foreshadows what kind of monster they become. Todd Butler (Kazutake): An ordinary, regular third-year high school student who doesn't stand out. He's turned into
a monster. Peter Murphy (Wario Hashida): A high school student who is obsessed with order and rules. He's turned into a spoon monster. Felix Vendant (Moteo Kurotori): Narcissist Binan High School Ballet Club councillor obsessed with winning the pretty school boy contest. He's turned into a blue swan monster. Edits and
changes[editing | editing source] The transformation sequence is largely untouched, but there have been some changes made to avoid the display of the genital area The original music is changed to a new soundtrack 4Kids Monster Black Swan is turned into a monster blue swan all scenes with nudity (except transformation), violence,
gore have been edited or cut Word die is changed to fall asleep or Arthur does not fall asleep! Voices [editing | source editing] Eric Stuard as Arthur and Todd Mark Diriaisen as Jason and Peter Kenny Green as Micheal and Felix Dan Green as Ryan and Brawen Gary Mark as Aaron and Hedge ie Ted Luis as Martin and Louise Marc
Thompsen as Alternative Voice for Arthur International Dubs [editing | editing source] Hebrew Dub: 000 ر ل (This dub gives the characters their original names back) KidsTV Israel French Dub: Mignon Terre Défense Club (7-13 will be named 2016, Original Music Returns) Teletoon + German Dub: Cute High Earth Defense Club Love:
Animax Vietnamese Dub: D-thșong đst qusc phòng Câu lac bã! : HTV 3 Tagalog Dub : Kyut Lupa Defense koponan ABC1 Serbian Dub : Слатка Eартل لеلенсе لлум MHC1 Dub Romanian : Cute Earth Defense Club Türkish Dub : Cute Cute Savunma Kulübü Show Türk Arabic Dub: لا ا اااا  اا  اا  اااا  : Aranyos Föld mentése Klub
Nickelodeon Russian Dub: Сим لатиلные لемлы Сомранити клум STS Dänish Dub : Sød jord Gem klubben TV2 Croatian Dub : Slatka Zemlja obrane klub NOVA Cute High Earth Defense Club Love! Visual key featuring the five main characters in uniform.校球 (Binan Kōkō Chikyū Bōei-bu Love!) GenMagical boy, parody[1] Light
novelWritten byTakahashi NatsukoIllustrated byHara YumikoPublished byPony CanyonImprintOnanyonOriginal runJanuary 6, 2015 – present MangaScris by Mizu MorinoMagazinePony CanyonOriginal runOctober 16, 2014 – June 25, 2015Volumes1 GameDeveloperAnipani Co. Ltdsher
LtdGenreOtomePlatformiOSAndroidReleasedFebruary 26, 2015 Anime television seriesDirected byShinji TakamatsuWritten byMichiko YokoteMusic byyamazoSuddiomedéa Lic ensensed byAUS Madman EntertainmentNA Ponycan USAIOriginal networkTV Tokyo, VAT, TVO, AT-XEnglish networkSEA Animax Asia[2]Original run January
6, 2015 – March 24 , 2015Episode12 (List of episodes) Anime television seriesCute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! Love! Directed by Shenji TakamatsuWritten by Michiko YokoteMusic byyamazoStudio CometLicensed byNA Ponycan USAOriginal networkTV Tokyo, VAT, TVO, AT-XEnglish networkUS FunimationOriginal run July 8,
2016 – September 23, 2016Episodes12 (list of episodes) Original video animationCute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! Love! Love! Directed by Sjinji TakamatsuWritten byMichiko YokoteMusic byyamazoStudio CometReleasedAugust 26, 2017Runtime56 minutes Anime television seriesCute High Earth Defense Club HAPPY KISS!
Directed by Sjinji TakamatsuWritten byShinji TakamatsuMusic byyamazoStudio CometOriginal networkTV Tokyo, TVO, AT-XOriginal run April 8, 2018 – July 1, 2018Episodes12 (List of episodes) Anime and manga portal Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! (]校球] Love!, Binan Kōkō Chikyū Bōei-bu LOVE!, lit. Beautiful Man Highschool
Earth Defense Club Love!) is a 2015 magic anime television series created by Ciurari Umatani and produced by Diomedea. [3] The series is directed by Shinji Takamatsu and written by Michiko Yokote. [4] The series premiered on January 6, 2015. [5] The Anime is licensed by Madman Entertainment in Australia and New Zealand[6] and
by Ponycan USA in North America. Funimation and Crunchyroll are currently streaming anime. [7] A second season of the anime began airing on July 7, 2016. [8] The story focuses on the lives of five ordinary boys, each of whom has an extraordinary power based on nature, given to them by a mysterious creature from space. The group,
called Earth Defense Club, must stop enemies intent to conquer earth known as Earth Club. A spin-off manga titled Binan Kokou Chikyuu Seifuku-bu Love! began serializing in Pony Canyon's web comics magazine online on October 16, 2014. A light novel was released on January 7, 2015 in Japan,[10] with two other light novels released
in 2016. A series-based game for Android and iOS devices was released in Japan in February 2015. [11] Plot The Earth Defense Club at Binan High School (Yumoto Hakone, En Yufuin, Atsushi Kinugawa, Io Naruko and Ryuu Zaou) who regularly attend a local bath run by Yumoto's brother, are approached by a weird pink wombat-like
being from another planet that charges them (rather involuntarily) with the task of saving the world. Using a set of Loveracelets they offer, the group transforms into Battle Lovers, who use the power of love to combat enemies who want to spread hatred and discord. As they battle, they encounter the Earth Conquest Club under the
influence of a small hedgehog-like green creature called Zundar; student council members Kinshiro Kusatsu, Ibushi Arida and Akoya Gero become their enemies, who are also responsible for creating monsters fighting lovers. Characters Earth Defense Club Originally an unofficial school club, Earth Defense Club became semi-official
because its members occupied a club room that had Earth Defense Club (lol) on a sign hanging on its door. The student council repeatedly beats them to officially register their club. The club finally receives reluctant approval in season 1, episode 5. Yumoto Hakone (箱 有基, Hakone Yumoto) Voice: Kazutomi Yamamoto[4] He is a first-
year student whose family has a bath called Kurotamayu. He's a carefree boy who loves animals, cute things, and also loves food. He transforms into the Sparkling Prince; Battle Lover Scarlet () Kirameki Ouji Batolava Sukaaretto. Its color is red and its element is light. His love stick is called Lumiere of Love, which has a red heart glass
ornament. Yumoto attacks can perform with this love stick are Scarlet Lumiere; Scarlet's finish in which he pulls a bright red beam and Love Sprinkler by pouring a drop of love from the top of his love stick. En Yufuin (煙, Yufuin En) His voice: Yūichirō Umehara[4] He is a third-year student. He is a major laziness and does everything at his
own pace. He's usually seen with Atsushi. En is also portrayed as somewhat vain, after reaching 18 he becomes concerned that his youthful appearance are fading. He turns into the Intermittent Prince; Battle Lover Cerulean (33 33 -- Hirameki Ōji Batoriva Serurian). Its color is blue and its element is water. His love stick is Aqua purifier,
which has a blue crown ornament. En attacks can perform with this love stick are Cerulean Cerulean Cerulean's finisher in which he draws a stream of blue water/ stream. Atsushi Kinugawa (⿁熱, Kinugawa Atsushi) His voice: Kōtarō Nishiyama[4] He is a third-year student and the only one who wears glasses in the club. He comes from a
rich family, has good grades and is very serious. Sometimes he has to keep an eye on En. He is also childhood friends with Kinshiro. He turns into Prince Piercing; Battle Lover Epinard () Tsuranuki Ōji, Batoru Ravua Epināru). Its color is green and its element is air. His love stick is called Gallant Hurricane which has a green clover
ornament. Atsushi attacks can perform with this love stick are E the veto Hurricane; Epilard's finisher where he's shooting a green tornado. Io Naruko (鳴, Naruko Io) The Voice: Yūsuke Shirai[4] He is a sophomore. Despite being in high school, he's making money on the stock market. His motto is Life is all about money!. He is very close
to Ryuu and possibly has romantic feelings for him. He turns into Prince Roaring; Battle Lover Sulf(), Todoroki Ōji Batolava Sarufā). Its color is yellow and its element is the earth. His love stick is called Raging Gaia, which has a great Yellow Saturn Planet Ornament. The attacks Io can perform with this stick of love are Sulf Gaia; The
sulfur finisher in which he draws a yellow light with countless gravel/rocks. Ryuu Zaou () The Voice of Toshiki Masuda[4] He is a sophomore. He is popular with girls (although this is rumored to be false) with data requests being poured into his phone. He's my best friend of mine. He transforms into the Thrilling Prince; Battle Lover Vesta
(D.C 333, 3 3 tokimeki Ouji, Batolava Vesuta). Its color is pink and its element is fire. His love stick is called Blazing Ignite, which has a large pink flame ornament. Ryuu Io attacks can perform with this love stick are Vesta Ignit; The vest finish in which it pulls a pink beam of flame/fire. Wombat (English, Uonbatto) The Voice: Mugihito[4] A
strange pink creature that emerged from a distant planet, telling the boys their mission to protect the earth from evil aliens and fill it with love. Most of the Earth Defense Club tries to shake him off like an abnormal nuisance without yumoto, of course. However, Wombat quickly fixes this problem by controlling En and Atsushi's home
teacher, Mr. Tawarayama, simply by making him keep it. Wombat quickly tries to leave The Earth Defense Club in chasing them while begging them to help him learn about Earth. However, because of the body-like state of control, it has Mr. Tawarayama under control, the boys quickly flee in fear under the impression that Wombat has
killed Conquest Club Kinshiro Kusatsu (錦) The voice of Hiroshi Kamiya[4] He is a third-year student and chairman of the student council. He is a childhood friend of Atsushi, but their relationship is removed. He doesn't like That Atsushi sitting around En and the rest of the club. He transforms into The Golden Knight, shining in brilliance
(輝, Hikari Kagayaku Ōgon no Shuvarie, Ōaito). At the end of Season 1, he rebuilt his friendship with Atsushi. Ibushi Aroma (有 燻, Aroma Ibushi) Voice: Jun Fukuyama[4] He is a third-year student and vice-president of the student council. He usually sits next to Kinshiro, acting like he's his butler. He transforms into Argent, the Silver
Knight, rustling young leaves (薫333 33, Kazekaoru Hakugin no Shuvarie, ρjento). Akoya Gero (in 哉, Gero Akoya) His voice: Takuma Terashima[4] He is a sophomore. He has an angelic appearance and is a vain individual. He's in the same class as Io and Ryuu, but he doesn't get along very well with Ryuu. He transforms into Perlite, the
Pearl Knight, making the flowers bloom (咲, Hanasakikeru Shinju no Shuvarie, Peruraito). Zundar() The voice of Hiroki Yasumoto[4] Zundar[12] is a hedgehog-like green creature that came from a distant planet to conquer Earth. He finishes his sentences with a gift. Monsters People who have strong negative feelings that turn into
monsters of Caerula Adamas from Zundar's Needle. The names of the loveless foreshadow what kind of monster they become. Kazutake Chiku(, Chiku Kazutake) Voice: Akira Ishida An average, ordinary high school student in year three, who does not stand out. He's turned into a chikuwabu monster. Wario Hashida (in ) Quote by:
Katsuyuki Konishi A high school student who is obsessed with order and rules. He's turned into a drunken monster. Moteo Kurotori (in) Kōji Yusa Counsellor of the narcissist Binan High School Ballet Club, obsessed with winning the contest of beautiful boy of the school. He's turned into a black swan monster. Oyaji Igarao (In) His voice:
Kōsuke Toriumi A guy with the face of a 50-year-old high school student. He was turned into a bishōnen monster who turned them all into children. Enkaku Sōsa (佐円, Sōsa Enkaku) His voice: Takuya Eguchi A high school student whose life is controlled by his father. It turns into a remote control monster. Ichiban Istumo (English, Indumo
Ichiban) Voice: Kenichi Suzumura A third-year high school student whose grades are always No. When his note drops to No.2 behind Io, his jealousy attracted Caerula Adamas and he was in a monster tank screw. Shō Komi (翔, Komi Shō) His voice: Yoshitsuugu Matsuoka A second-year high school student who transferred to Binan
High School at the end of his first year. After getting sick with the flu, he stopped coming to school and became closed. He is turned into a hikikomori monster who has turned one's best friends into each other. Uriya Makuwa (, Makuwa Uriya) Cast by: Hikaru Midorikawa An excessively self-conscious high school that is turned into a melon



monster. Rui Megawa() His Voice: Tsubasa Yonaga Yumoto's classmate and baseball club manager, who enjoys the attention he receives from his meganedanshi look. When Yumoto's cold also turned him into a meganedanshi, Rui's jealousy turned him into a dog with a baseball bat like a monster with glasses. Others Gōra Hakone (箱
強, Hakone Gōra) His voice: Tomokazu Sugita[5] He is Yumoto's older brother, who helps run the bath. He is almost always seen cutting wood for bathrooms. In the final episode of Season 1, he is revealed to be the original Battle Lover. Kou Kinosaki() His voice: Showtaro Morikubo[5] He is the president of the Binan High Press Society.
He is often seen with persistent respect for the Defense Club. Tazawa (沢, Tazawa Masuya) The voice: Yūichi Iguchi[5] He is the photographer for the Binan High Press Society. He is normally without expression, but becomes very passionate when he is taking pictures. Hireashi (In Romanian, Hireashi) The Voice: Hiroshi Ōtake[5] A
mysterious talking goldfish that involved in the Binan High Press Society. In the final episode, it is discovered that he has always broadcast a reality show about Battle Lovers and Caerula Adamas in the universe. Mr. Tawarayama (俵, Tawarayama-sensei) Cast by: Mugigito En and Atsushi's instructor; Supposedly killed in an incident by
triggering over Wombat and falling down a flight of stairs, Wombat quickly explains that he is not technically dead. However, he must remain in close proximity to keep the teacher from suffering the effects of decomposition and uses it as a coating to appear discreet. Tawarayama recovers briefly in Love, Training Camp and Toothbrushes,
but is accidentally injured again, making him in a coma once again. Since none of them witnessed his recovery, they don't know if it's an animated corpse or will just wake up soon. Season 2 Vepper Akihiko Beppu (This year, Beppu Akihiko) His voice: Keisuke Koumoto He is a sophomore, and twins with Haruhiko. He turns into twins who
shine in the heavens, Melty Luna (輝 He and his brother despise Yumoto and are loved by his older brother, Gora. Haruhiko Beppu (În cadrul Lui, Beppu Yoshiki Murakami He is a second year student, and twins with Akihiko. He turns into twins who shine in the heavens, Salty Sol (輝 He and his brother despise Yumoto and are loved by
his older brother, Gora. Dadacha (in his language, Dadacha) Voice: Hiroki Yasumoto The flying mascot of the twins, who is The Brother of Zundar and serves the same purpose as him. The names of the loveless are puns about what kind of monster they become. Tomaru Tokiwa (盤, Tokiwa Tomaru) His voice: Akira Ishida Transformed
into an hourglass monster, he wants to go into the past because he has the oldest birthday among his colleagues. Tsukuna Ouso (曽造) Voice: Soichiro Hoshi A high school student who believes that beauty is a sin. He's turned into a tofu monster. Tagaru Katari (in 賀, Katari Tagaru) Voice: Katsuyuki Konishi He is turned into a
microphone monster out of his desperation to steal the spotlight. Alan Salvatore (1.11) His voice: Takehito Koyasu An Italian exchange student who is turned into a chest hair monster to have a hairless chest unlike his twin brother. Shuzo Oka (in 造, Oka Shuzo) Voice: Daisuke Namikawa He is turned into a volleyball monster. Kuroshiro
Kumano (熊, Kumano Kuroshiro) Cast by: Yoshitsuugu Matsuoka He is transformed into a panda monster. Kazuto Hijiriya (in ) Quote by: Kazuya Nakai He is turned into a monster of reindeer because of his loneliness during Christmas. Shin Nito(, Nito Shin) Voice: Natsuki Hanae He is transformed into a snowman monster. Entaro
Megruiya (in 円, Megurya Entaro) His voice: Daisuke Hirakawa One of Vepper's henchmen who turns him into a carousel monster. Media Anime See also: List of Cute High Earth Defense Club Love! episodes The series, which was directed by Shinji Takamatsu at Diomeséa and written by Michiko Yokote, aired in Japan between January
6, 2015 and March 24, 2015 and aired by Crunchyroll, Funimation and Viewster. [13] [14] The series is licensed in North America by Ponycan USA, which began releasing the series on Blu-ray Disc and DVD in August 2015. [15] The first opening theme for season one is Zettai Muteki☆Fallin'LOVE☆ (敵☆Fallin'LOVE☆, Absolute Invincible
Fallin' Love) by Earth Defense Club (Kazutomi Yamamoto, Yuichiro Umehara, Kōtarō Nishiyama, Yusuke Shirai and Toshiki Masuda), while the final theme is I Miss You No 3 Metres (I miss you, Three Metres of I Miss You) by Conquest Club (Hiroshi Jun Fukuyama, Takuma Terashima). [5] A second season was the second season
started airing in Japan titled Cute High Earth Defense Club Love! Love! 7 July 2016 to 27 September 2016. The opening theme for Season two is Futten Tompa☆LOVE IS POWER☆ (沸点☆ LOVE IS POWER☆, Past the Boiling Point☆LOVE IS POWER☆) by Earth Defense Club (Kazutomi Yamamoto, Yuichiro Umehara, Kōtarō
Nishiyama, Yusuke Shirai and Toshiki Masuda), the final theme is Anata wa Haruka Ittousei (in which you are a distant star of the first magnitude) by the brothers Vepper/ Beppu Keisuke Koumoto and Yoshiki Murakami. [16] Manga A parallel manga titled Binan Kokou Chikyuu Seifuku-bu Love! (lit. Cute High Earth Conquest Club Love!)
completed his monthly serialization in Pony Canyon's web comics magazine, which began on October 16, 2014. Manga focuses more on the lives of the series's antagonists. [17] Light Novel A series of light novels by Takahashi Natsuko and illustrated by Hara Yumiko was released in Japan on January 7, 2015 as a paper novel. [18] OVA
A OVA entitled Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE! Love! Love! (?校球 love! LOVE!), subtitled Graduation of love and youth! (?,You at Seishun no Sotsugyou!) [19] which aired in some japanese theatres for a period of 3 weeks in August and September 2017, starting on 26 August. It was preceded by an all-night season of the two
screening/advance OVA screening on August 25, 2017, exclusively at the Ticket Pia reservation system. OVA is said to be the final chapter about the 3rd anniversary. The opening theme is Eternal Future LOVE YOU ALL (I love you all, Eien Mirai LOVE YOU ALL), while the ending is from both our hearts (?, Kokoro to Kokoro's). [20] both
by Earth Defense Club. Receiving Reviews for anime were generally positive. Amy McNullty of Anime News Network gave the first three episodes of the series an A rating written that: Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! should make any anime fan laugh, although long-time fans of magic girl shows will get better jokes by default. As a
parody of a genre that can still entertain itself, this series goes the line of critiquing and worshipping the magical girl genre with finesse. It's funny, but it's not an adventure per minute. yes, he's got exaggerated situations, but he's a little less believable than the typical magic show of girls, so it works. We don't laugh at the show, we laugh
with it. [21] When he looked at the ninth episode, at which he rated A+, McNully later wrote that: it demonstrates that the show has the best time when it's both a parody and a magical boy show itself. The fact that the boys are able to talk to the melon monster before they heal him with love. another fun twist on give-speech-about-justice-
to-monster-then-heal-with-love formula. Overall, viewers spend more time with this monster than any of the previous ones, paving the way for aplenty laugh. [1] Ian Wolf writing for Anime UK News gave the first two episodes a rating of 9 out of 10 saying: Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! so far it has proven to be a hugely fun show,
mainly because of the parody knowing it contains. The series mocks all the normal magical girls tropes, be it positions, lines that are spouted, transformations, or attacks. The only real difference is that you have male characters instead of female ones. He also stated comparisons with shows such as The Ourian High School Host Club, a
romantic comedy manga that parodies and romantic manga; and free! in which he compares similar fan-bases, namely fujoshi, saying: Let's be honest, we all knew that as soon as the concept of five attractive boys similar to magical girls was revealed that every fujoshi and fudanshi was preparing to write pretty much fan fiction. [22] In a
review of the first three episodes, Dan Barnett of the UK-Anime Network gave the series 7 out of 10 claiming that: Cute High Earth Defence Club Love is a series that has the potential to be a bit of a success if they play their cards must. The series is undeniably hilarious as the characters take everything around them seriously, and sexual
insomany flies around so much that it is impossible to keep a straight face. The pains that the wombat must go through to try to avoid being embraced by Yumoto are fantastically funny too! What could hold him back, though is that three episodes in there is little evidence of a plot other than the standard bog bad guys make the monster of
the week fare that is typical of gender. ... It's a complicated walking line where the series wants to keep as wide an audience as possible, although there are certainly fans around who will pick up another happy-up pretty-boy series to fill the void left by the loose. [23] References ^ a b McNullty, Amy (2015-03-04). Cute High Earth Defense
Club LOVE!: Episodes 9. Anime News Network. Taken 2015-03-07. ^ Animax Asia at Air Hello!! KINMOZA, Cute High Earth Defense Club Love!, My Love Story! Anime. Anime News Network. October 20, 2016. October 28, 2016. ^ Binan Koko Chikyuu Boei-bu Love Anime with High School Boys Unveiled. Anime News Network. 2014-09-
26. Taken 2014-12-30. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k Binan Koko Chikyuu Boei-bu Love Anime Staff, Cast, Promo Video Unveiled. Anime News Network. 2014-10-02. Taken 2014-12-30. ^ a b c d e f Binan Koko Chikyuu Boei-bu Anime 2nd Video Reveals Opening Song, Tomokazu Sugita. Anime News Network. 2014-11-26. 2014-12-30. ^
Madman's Final Day of Christmas brings Five New Acquisitions. Anime News Network. 2014-12-22. ^ Funimation la la Cute High Earth Defense Club Love! Anime. Anime News Network. 2014-12-30. ^ Cute High Earth Defense Club Love Gets 2nd Season. Anime News Network. 2015-08-09. ^ Cute High Earth Defense Club Love season
2 July debut tie in events revealed. Anime News Network. April 21, 2016. April 21, 2016. ^ Mingo High School Earth Defense Department LOVE! Roman! (Ponyan BOOKS Light Novel Series) (Japanese) [CutHigh School Earth Defense Club LOVE! Roman! (Ponikyan BOOKS series of light novels) (Paper)] (in Japanese). ^ Mingo High
School Earth Defense Department LOVE! Game! [CutHigh School Earth Defense Club LOVE! GAME!] (in Japanese). Archived from the original on 2014-11-13. Retrieved 2015-01-01. ^ [Good- Key Chain] Mingo High School Earth Defense Department LOVE! Reflector Keychain Zander [Goods - Keychain: Cute High School Earth Defense
Club LOVE! Zundar]. Animate. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Anime scheduled to air in January 2015 Mio High School Earth Defense Department LOVE! Comics! [Beautiful anime high school Earth Defense party LOVE! From January broadcasting program 2015] (in Japanese). Ponimaga.jp. 2014-10-16. Archived from the original on 2015-01-13. Retrieved
2015-01-01. ^ Mingo High School Earth Defense Department LOVE! Roman! (Ponyan BOOKS Light Novel Series) (Japanese) [CutHigh School Earth Defense Club LOVE! Roman! (Ponikyan BOOKS series of light novels) (Paper card)] Amazon.jp. ^ ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2017-06-07. Taken 2017-11-13.CS1
tomorrow: archived copy as title (link) ^ McNullty, Amy (2015-01-21). Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE!: Episodes 1-3. Anime News Network. Taken 2015-03-07. ^ Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE!: Episodes 1-2 (Streaming on Crunchyroll). Anime UK News. 2015-01-15. Taken 2015-03-07. ^ Barnett, Dan (2015-01-23). Anime
Review: Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! - Eps. 1-3. Uk-Anime Network. Taken 2015-03-07. External Site Official Site Links (in Japanese) Cute High Earth Defense Club Love! (anime) to the anime News Network encyclopedia taken from
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